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Starkey
Life without limitations

Powered by IRIS™ Technology, Starkey’s proprietary wireless platform, both Tour and Ignite connect seamlessly to our innovative SurfLink accessories, enabling unprecedented control, convenience and personalization.

**SurfLink Mobile** – The industry’s most unique and versatile cell phone solution, SurfLink Mobile uses our JustTalk mode to enable true hands-free cell phone conversations (thanks to its ability to turn our wireless hearing aids into both phone receiver and microphone). But it’s also a breakthrough remote microphone, assistive listening device, media streamer, and hearing aid remote, too.

**SurfLink Media** – The industry’s first set-and-forget media streaming solution, SurfLink Media connects to TVs, stereos and more to wirelessly stream audio to users’ hearing aids while enabling seamless room-to-room transitions.

**SurfLink Programmer** – Combined with IRIS Technology and Inspire® fitting software, SurfLink Programmer gives you the ultimate speed and flexibility in direct-to-hearing aid wireless programming with no relay device.

**SurfLink Remote** – This handy remote lets patients adjust and control their wireless hearing aids with the push of a button.
Now, all your patients can enjoy the benefits of wireless

The exceptional quality and simple functionality that have made our wireless hearing aids so popular with patients and professionals have never been available in an entry-level line – until now!

Our Tour and Ignite Wireless product lines provide exceptional feedback cancellation and noise management capabilities, while enabling all your patients to be fully connected to their world.

Synchronized user controls allow you to program single-aid adjustments for your patients
New ISO Compression allows for independent control of soft, moderate and loud level speech, to deliver a more optimized listening experience.

- 312 mini BTE features redesigned thin tubes to ensure ideal positioning and comfort.
- HydraShield® moisture protection system makes Tour resistant to water, wax and oils.

Ergonomic switch gives users a simple, tactile way to control volume and change memory modes.

SnapFit receivers offer easier receiver connection and ensure greater stability.

Our value-priced Tour hearing aids deliver the benefits of IRIS Technology in a durable 312 RIC and a 312 mini BTE that have been newly styled with ergonomic switches and other patient-driven extras.
Ignite Wireless combines the solid performance of our Ignite family with the unprecedented benefits of IRIS Technology. Now, every patient who wants a wireless hearing aid can have one.

- Available in one of our renowned custom styles, including a CIC, Half Shell, ITE and ITC

- RIC styles feature HydraShield², our omniphobic nano-coating that repels water, wax and oils

- Ready to fit in a 312 RIC or 13 RIC

Our new Tour and Ignite product lines deliver the perfect combination of simplicity, performance and value.